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27th February 2019
Dear Parent/Guardian
Important Message – Online Safety
Police in the U.K. are warning parents about online videos that direct children to harm themselves and
threaten them with severe consequences if their instructions are not followed. Name: ‘The Momo
Challenge’.
The challenge involves messages being hidden in seemingly child-friendly games and videos. The messages
urge children to contact “Momo” via Snapchat, WhatsApp or another popular messaging program.
The Momo accounts often feature an image of a doll with large eyes and long, black hair. A Momo-like
character has also been spotted in the popular online game Minecraft, Fortnite and Peppa Pig.
Once messaged, police say, Momo may respond with disturbing images and instructions, including
directions for self-harm. Momo may also make threats about what could happen if the directions are not
followed, saying they will harm the child’s family or place a curse on them.
“While the threat of a curse may sound silly to an adult, it could be a very frightening prospect for a young
child and they may feel under pressure to carry out acts to protect themselves or family from further harm.
Being aware of yet another malicious use of the internet is very worrying so don’t focus only on Momo, but
make sure you know what your child has online access to.
You can help your child by;
Ensuring the parental controls are set high.
Most importantly make sure you know what your child has online access to.
Remind your child that they must not give out any personal information.
Remind them that no one has the right to make them do something they do not want to do.
Report or block any messages or inappropriate content popping up on devices.
C. Wright

Principal
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